


“Reduce the Volume while Keeping the Essence” 
Kitchen Jack Adams
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Experience gets ingrained 
while education gets forgotten
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Ever had this experience?
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Random or Deliberate?

• 30 seconds to study the statements 
and participants

• When queued by instructor, ask 
someone you believe can affirmatively 
answer the statement—
– If ‘yes’, they initial the block and 

place answer in the square
– If ‘no’, move on to someone else

• You cannot ask the same person two 
different questions consecutively—you 
must ask someone else—does not 
have to be the same question

• Desired outcome: a different initial in 
every block completes the exercise

• Questions?
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Trust and Conversation Killers….

• Mind Reading:
– Focusing on Intentions Rather than Actions
– Jumping to Conclusions about Motivation Issues instead of 

Examining the Ability issues (8 million sq. ft challenge)
– “Most people spend most of  their time explaining something 

while spending very little time understanding it”

• Fortune Telling:
– If I say this, you’ll probably do this with it
– There is no Management Shield—Transparency Prevails

• Self Righteous Indignation
– Defending the Indefensible
– Pretty sure the problem isn’t us (procedures, policies, 

training, resources….)
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Leadership Challenge

Create a safe, reliable and productive work 
environment that accounts for the realities of a
multigenerational workforce sailing in a sea of 
constant, uninterrupted change.



Leadership By Design Principles
(Four of Ten)

• Driven by curiosity and interest not by consequences

• Create an environment that improves motivation and 
ability—by starting with ability

• Understand consensus is NOT a decision making tool

• Chose building over tearing down
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Curiosity and Interest 
not Consequence

“How many times 

do I have to 

remind you to wear 

your safety 

classes?”

“Not nearly as many times as I work with 

equipment that needs to be fixed or how often I 

try to stay engaged during your monotone pre-

job meetings, or how often I get rescheduled 

for the safety training I should have had when 

I started here……”



Changing the World

“Leaders change their world when they stop 
focusing on what they want FROM their employees 
and stay focused on what they want FOR their 
employees…” 
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A World of Hidden Messages
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B.E.S.T. Observation & Feedback Process

Behaviors

Environment

Safety Controls

Talk (Coaching/Feedback)

Principles:

Checklist is in your head not your hand

You are an Observer 100% of the time

Observations have not occurred unless a 

conversation has as well

Ask: How would I know what the expectation is: 

the 4 P’s 

Policy-Procedure-Practice (training)-Peer



Behaviors and Reactions

• Evaporative (driving through school zone, checking watch)

• Moving equipment/guards suddenly into place

• “Fidgeting with” PPE, tools, work packages

• Stopping work—instantaneous breaks

• Rearranging body position (ladders, mezzanine, cab)

• Informative

• Awkward positions, static posture, repetitive motions

• Stretching: overreaching, overexertion, poor positioning
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BEST Observation Process

Environment

–Sensory (5 senses)
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Safety Equipment: PPE and Tools

Three questions: what they are 
wearing and what they are using:

•1.) Is it right for the job?

•2.) Is it being used in the right way?

•3.) Is it in safe condition?
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Engagement Question:
Challenges NOT Mistakes
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Learning By Design….

• Nike Corporation, Oregon

– Change You Habits to See Reality

• KAPSTONE/Columbia Sports Wear—LEAP Training

– Leadership Experience at Accelerated Pace 
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Improve motivation and ability—
by starting with ability



Consensus is NOT a Decision Making Technique
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Be A Builder….Not a wrecker

I saw them tearing a building down,

A gang of workers in our small town;

With a mighty heave and a boisterous yell,

They swung a beam

And a sidewall fell.

I asked their foreman: Are these folks skilled?

The one’s you’d use if you had to build?

“No”, he answered, “no Indeed,

Unskilled labor is all I need”

These folks can destroy in a day or two,

What it took a builder a year to do”.

And as I turned to walk away, 

I wondered: which role have I had to play?

Am I a builder who builds with care,

Carefully, measuring with rule and square?

Do I live my life according to a well laid plan 

Constantly doing the best I can?

Or am I content to walk this town,

Satisfied with the labor of tearing down?

(Original credited to Charles Benvager, updated)


